The Chair called up H.R. 3524, the Ensuring American Global Leadership and Engagement Act (EAGLE Act) and amendments, previously circulated to Members.

Amendments considered *en bloc* and adopted without objection:

- Barr Amendment #2
- Burchett Amendment #89
- Chabot Amendment #15
- Chabot Amendment #22
- Chabot Amendment #23
- Meijer Amendment #21
- Meuser Amendment #7
- Tenney Amendment #1
- Tenney Amendment #6

Amendments considered separately:

- Meeks, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 3524 (adopted, roll call 26Y-21N)
- McCaul, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 3524 (not adopted, roll call 26N-20Y)
- Barr Amendment #10 (not agreed to by voice vote)
- Barr Amendment #17 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-22Y)
- Barr Amendment #44 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-23Y)
- Bass Amendment #44 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Burchett Amendment #1 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
- Burchett Amendment #19 (not agreed to, roll call 25Y-20N)
- Burchett Amendment #53 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Burchett Amendment #78 (withdrawn)
- Burchett Amendment #90 (not agreed to by voice vote)
- Castro Amendment #48 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Castro Amendment #5 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Chabot Amendment #21 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Chabot Amendment #25 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-23Y)
- Chabot Amendment #51 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
- Green Amendment #1 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-19Y)
- Green Amendment #3 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
- Green Amendment #79 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
- Jacobs Amendment #1 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Y. Kim Amendment #24 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-22Y)
- Y. Kim Amendment #52 (not agreed to, roll call 28N-17Y)
- Y. Kim Amendment #6 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Malinowski Amendment #28 (agreed to by voice vote)
• Malliotakis Amendment #19 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Malliotakis Amendment #26 (revised) (agreed to by voice vote)
• Mast Amendment #10 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Mast Amendment #26 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Mast Amendment #27 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-23Y)
• Mast Amendment #28 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-21Y)
• Mast Amendment #39 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-23Y)
• Mast Amendment #43 (not agreed to, roll call 24N-22Y)
• Mast Amendment #68 (not agreed to by voice vote)
• Mast Amendment #75 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-20Y)
• McCaul Amendment #1 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-21Y)
• McCaul Amendment #76 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Meuser Amendment #12 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Meuser Amendment #40 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Perry Amendment #11 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #191 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #192 (not agreed to, roll call 28N-19Y)
• Perry Amendment #193 (not agreed to, roll call 27N-19Y)
• Perry Amendment #194 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Perry Amendment #195 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #196 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #197 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Perry Amendment #198 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #199 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-19Y)
• Perry Amendment #200 (agreed to by voice vote)
• Perry Amendment #201 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #202 (not agreed to, roll call 27N-19Y)
• Perry Amendment #203 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Perry Amendment #204 (withdrawn)
• Perry Amendment #205 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #207 (withdrawn)
• Perry Amendment #73 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Perry Amendment #77 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
• Pfluger Amendment #14 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Pfluger Amendment #31 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Pfluger Amendment #80 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
• Sherman Amendment #36 (agreed to by voice vote)
• Sherman Amendment #39 (agreed to by voice vote)
• Smith Amendment #1 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Smith Amendment #13 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Smith Amendment #18 (agreed to by voice vote)
• Smith Amendment #2 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
• Smith Amendment #30 (agreed to by voice vote)
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- Smith Amendment #31 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-21Y)
- Tenney Amendment #13 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-21Y)
- Tenney Amendment #34 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-23Y)
- Tenney Amendment #35 (agreed to, roll call 43Y-3N)
- Tenney Amendment #36 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
- Tenney Amendment #38 (not agreed to, roll call 25N-21Y)
- Tenney Amendment #47 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-20Y)
- Tenney Amendment #71 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Wagner Amendment #24 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
- Wagner Amendment #26 (agreed to, roll call 48Y-0N)
- Wagner Amendment #5 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)
- Wilson Amendment #2 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Wilson Amendment #38 (agreed to by voice vote)
- Wilson Amendment #92 (not agreed to, roll call 26N-22Y)

H.R. 3524 was ordered favorably reported, as amended to the House (roll call 26Y-22N).

The Committee adjourned.

All measures can be found here.